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3:00–3:20PM
PRESIDENT’S WELCOME
Rob Beardon, OMA President

3:30–4:20PM
KEYNOTE

ONLINE MEDIATION, YESTERDAY,   
TODAY AND TOMORROW
Jim Melamed

4:30–6:00PM
CONFLICT RESOLUTION  GRADUATE  
RESEARCH PANEL

10:00–10:50AM
KEYNOTE
Cameron Whitten

11:30–12:20PM
EQUITY IN MEDIATION PT1
Sunsong Firedancer
Abbey Bowman

12:30–1:20PM
EQUITY IN MEDIATION PT2
Sunsong Firedancer
Abbey Bowman

2:00–3:20PM
SELF-CARE AND  RESILIENCY 
FOR MEDIATORS
Michelle Helman, MA
Rotary Peace Fellow

6:00–7:30PM
OMA TRIVIA NIGHT!

9:00–10:20AM
KEYNOTE

OPEN PUBLIC SESSION 
 LAW: THE MEDIATOR’S  ROLE &  
WHAT PARTIES SHOULD CONSIDER
Sam Imperati, JD
Devin Howington, PhD

11:00–12:20PM
MEDIATING HIGH  
CONFLICT PERSONALITIES
Lisa Fitzgerald, JD
Tsipora Dimant

3:00–4:20PM
BEHAVIOR CHANGES ONLINE
Clare Fowler, Mediation Master’s & Doctorate

5:00–7:00PM
VIRTUAL HAPPY HOUR 
with OMA Board & Friends

8:30–9:20AM
BUSINESS MEETING
OMA Board

10:00–11:00AM
KEYNOTE

THE STAGES OF GRIEVING AS A MODEL  
FOR MEANINGFUL MEDIATION
Mustafa Kasubhai, U.S. Magistrate Judge

11:30-12:50PM
FACILITATION OF ANTI RACISM  
DIALOGUES AS A FORM OF MEDIATION
Tina E. Patterson, MCIArb
Rev. Dr. Carol Flett

1:00–2:20PM
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS FOR  
CONFLICT COACHING
Andrew Kitchenham, PhD

3:30–5:00PM
AWARDS CEREMONY, BASKET RAFFLE 
DRAWING & CLOSING CEREMONY

11.5
THURSDAY

11.7
SATURDAY

11.6
FRIDAY

11.14
SATURDAY

CONFERENCE 
SCHEDULE

GRAD STUDENT PRESENTERS
Dustin Rymph
Sahar Ebrahimi
Sophia Solano
Anne Gregory

MODERATOR
John Inglish, 
MPA, JD
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SPEAKERS

JIM MELAMED 
ONLINE MEDIATION, YESTERDAY,  TODAY AND TOMORROW
THURSDAY 11.5 | 3:30–4:20PM

CAMERON WHITTEN
FRIDAY 11.6 | 10:00–10:50AM

Jim co-founded Mediate.com in 1996 and served as CEO of Mediate.com through June 
2020 (25 years).  During Jim’s tenure, Mediate.com received the American Bar Association’s 
2010 Institutional Problem Solver Award.  Before Mediate.com, Jim founded The Mediation 
Center in Eugene, Oregon in 1983 and served as Executive Director of the Academy of Family 
Mediators (AFM) from 1987 to 1993. Jim was also the first President and Executive Director 
of the Oregon Mediation Association (1985-86). Jim’s undergraduate degree is in psychology 
from Stanford University and his law degree is from the University of Oregon.
Jim has received the following awards: The Oregon Mediation Association’s 2003 Award for 
Excellence; The Oregon State Bar’s 2006 Sidney Lezak Award of Excellence; The Association 
for Conflict Resolution (ACR) 2007 John Haynes Distinguished Mediator Award; The 2012 
Academy of Professional Family Mediators (APFM) “Getting To Yes” Award; and The APFM’s 
first APFM Outstanding Mediator Award (2018).
In this keynote, Jim will discuss what has changed with online mediation, what is the same, 
and what the future may hold for online mediation and the field of mediation more generally.

Cameron Whitten (all pronouns) is a community activist, small business owner, and nonprofit 
executive. At the age of eighteen, Cameron worked them-self out of youth homelessness in 
Portland and has spent the past decade giving back to the very same community that was 
here when they needed it most. They have a Bachelor’s of Economics from PSU and are an 
MBA student at Willamette University. Cameron recently served as the Executive Director of 
Q Center, and are the founder and CEO of racial justice nonprofit Brown Hope. They serve on 
the board of REACH CDC and Pioneer Courthouse Square.
Cameron’s keynote will focus on the power of social movements and how conflict resolution 
creates an ideal framework for healing from America’s oppressive history.

SAM IMPERATI, JD & DEVIN HOWINGTON, PhD 
OPEN PUBLIC SESSION 
 LAW: THE MEDIATOR’S  ROLE & WHAT PARTIES SHOULD CONSIDER
SATURDAY 11.7 | 9:00–10:20AM

Sam is the Executive Director of ICM resolutions, a NW-based national provider of dispute 
resolution services. He has been mediating and facilitating since 1992, and prior to that he 
served as a Judge Pro Tempore, Nike’s trial attorney, and he represented unions and indi-
viduals in private practice. 2006 – 2021 Best Lawyers in America - ADR. OSB & OMA Lezak 
Awards for mediation excellence. Stand-up comedy winner! B.A. from the University of Santa 
Clara and J.D. from UC Davis – King Hall.
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MUSTAFA KASUBHAI, U.S. Magistrate Judge 
THE STAGES OF GRIEVING AS A MODEL FOR MEANINGFUL MEDIATION
SATURDAY 11.14 | 10:00–11:00AM

In 2018, Judge Kasubhai was appointed the United States District Court for the District of 
Oregon as a US Magistrate Judge. His early career included work in plaintiff’s civil practice 
and on the Oregon Workers Compensation Board. In 2007, Governor Kulongoski appointed 
him to serve as an Oregon State Circuit Court Judge in Lane County. Judge Kasubhai 
received his BS in business administration from UC Berkeley and JD from the University of 
Oregon School of Law in 1996.  Judge Kasubhai has made mediation of both civil and criminal 
cases a significant part of his judicial service.
It is long observed that parties engaged in mediation are confronting a huge loss or change 
in their lives. The way parties behave in mediation are strikingly similar to the ways someone 
who has lost a loved one copes with the grief.  There are several “stages” of grieving. In 
particular, these stages are relevant in light of what our communities have been dealing 
with–from Black Lives Matter and our civil rights struggles of recent to the disruption of 
COVID-19. This keynote will describe them and translate those descriptors to the mediator’s 
world with thoughts on how a mediator might best respond to those different stages.  There 
are aspects of this model that have to also account for cultural differences.

Devin is a Senior ADR Associate at ICM resolutions. She received her PhD in Social Psychology 
and her Masters in Conflict and Dispute Resolution from the University of Oregon. Devin 
does family mediation and small claims mediation. She has also trained in the Racial Equity 
Facilitation program provided by Resolutions Northwest in Portland. Devin is knowledgeable 
about culturally sensitive practices in conflict resolution, understanding biases, interper-
sonal perception, and the psychology of conflict with a focus on cross-group dynamics and 
communication.
This interactive session is designed for members of the public and mediators to come 
together and talk about mediation, their respective roles, and resolving disputes in the 
shadow of the law. Our goal is for the participants to leave with a common understanding of 
how we can collectively use mediation to resolve disputes in a fair, efficient and collaborative 
way. We’ll cover mediator ethical standards, how to operationalize those standards, common 
legal issues such as the essential elements of a contract, typical small claims lawsuits, what 
legal relief is available, and how mediators manage legal information vs. legal advice.  There 
will be space for lots of discussion, so please bring your questions and perspectives on what to 
expect in mediation!

LAW: THE MEDIATOR’S ROLE & WHAT PARTIES SHOULD CONSIDER, CONT...
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CONFLICT RESOLUTION GRADUATE RESEARCH PANEL
MODERATOR: John Inglish, MPA, JD
PRESENTERS: Dustin Rymph, Sahar Ebrahimi, Sophia Solano, Anne Gregory
THURSDAY 11.5 | 4:30–6:00PM

This moderated panel discussion invites 4-5 conflict resolution graduate students to share 
their research projects using a longer, modified version of the Three-Minute Thesis (3MT) 
format. Panelists are charged with summarizing and explaining their research in a concise 
manner. Each panelist will be allotted 5 slides, and 10 minutes of presentation time. The 
moderator will then engage panelists and participants in a discussion, using pre-formulated 
questions as well as those submitted by audience via “chat.” By design, presentations will vary 
widely in terms of scope and content, but all tie in to equity at some level.  

Topics include: exploring an indigenous worldview on conflict resolution through the study 
of Chunkey–a traditional Native American sport; residential landscape norms in the U.S. and 
implications for class, race, and national identity; using restorative dialogue circles to resolve 
parent-child conflict; and the integration of a feminist ethic of care into alternative dispute 
resolution approaches.

MODERATOR
John is the program director for the Conflict and Dispute Resolution (CRES) master’s program 
at the University of Oregon School of Law. John has served on the board of directors for the 
Oregon Mediation Association, and the coordinating committee for the Restorative Justice 
Coalition of Oregon.  He holds undergraduate degrees in occupational therapy, psychology, 
and legal studies, a master’s in public administration and policy, and a doctorate in law.  He 
is currently a co-investigator on a federal research grant focused on integrating restorative 
justice practices with current school behavior management frameworks.

PANELISTS
Dustin Rymph is a Conflict Resolution graduate student at the University of Oregon going for 
an Environmental Conflict Resolution specialization in Land Use. In the 8 years between his  
undergraduate work in Nebraska and arriving at UO, he worked as a prairie ecologist, 
sustainable agriculture specialist, and a high school debate coach, among other odd jobs. He 
hopes to continue his career by integrating collaborative governance with sustainability, art, 
and social justice. 

U.S. Residential Landscape Norms and Identity Conflicts 
Residential landscape norms in the United States have cultural implications that go beyond 
simple aesthetics. Front yard landscaping is both a performative action and a space for per-
formance. These performances are, by many landscape historians’ estimations, reflections of 
deeply ingrained societal norms with long histories involving class, race, and national identity. 
This research aims to look at conflicts regarding residential landscapes, using the nucleus of 
the “American Lawn”, and to connect the conflicts to the greater sociopolitical landscape of 
the United States. While some conflicts in yard maintenance are minor, some may theoreti-
cally have implications on neighborhood integration and segregation. Still others have poten-
tially life-altering consequences as a result of punishment from Homeowner’s Associations or 
municipal law-enforcement agencies. In addition, the environmental impact of residential 
landscaping involves serious environmental justice issues, while the maintenance these land-
scapes require involves potentially underexplored labor and immigration conflicts.
 

WORKSHOPS
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Restorative Practices for Resolving Parent-Child Conflicts 
Sahar Ebrahimi’s final project revolves around introducing “Restorative Relationship-Building 
Circles” as a peaceful means for resolving parent-children conflicts and an appropriate tool 
for upbringing children. The main goals are to transform people’s relationships and empower 
them to solve their disputes independently and peacefully.  
Circle dialogues can have potential in diverse areas, such as addressing inequality, supporting 
vulnerable communities, and addressing the effects of COVID-19. Moreover, circle dialogues 
can be offered at both proactive and reactive levels. The series of workshops that Sahar is 
designing and offering to families familiarize parents and children with relationship-building 
circles and non-violent communication strategies for reinforcing positive behaviors in children 
and resolving parent-child conflicts.
–
Sophia Solano is a second-year Master’s student in the Conflict and Dispute Resolution  
program at the University of Oregon. Her undergraduate degree was completed at Pacific 
University in Philosophy: Ethics, Society, and Law. She currently works for the John E. Jaqua 
Law Library and the Oregon Office of Community Dispute Resolution as a Legislative 
Research Assistant. Sophia has worked in the field of Restorative Justice for over six years 
and currently interns with the Center for Dialogue and Resolution in Lane County, primarily 
diverting cases from the criminal justice system.  

Feminist Ethic of Care in Alternative Dispute Resolution  
This project analyzes integration of a feminist ethic of care into alternative dispute resolu-
tion approaches. Feminist scholars argue for specific moral and political theories relating 
to care that posit this essential species activity, caring, as a necessary element of justice. 
Justice informed by care centers respondent accountability over authoritative punishment. 
Care informed by justice centers equity, access, and diversity. Any conflict resolution practice, 
from adjudication to restorative justice, can benefit from care dynamics and the feminist 
values they encourage. Caring actions acknowledge and nurture relationships, neutralize 
power imbalances, and promote responsibility. Care is essential to democracy and inclusiv-
ity; it problematizes the illusion of autonomy and decenters economic priorities and market 
standards. An ethic of care requires consideration of basic human needs, relations to space 
and time, and the connection between individuals and their communities. The framework of 
care ethics asks simply: what is most valuable in human life? This question has the potential 
to guide meaningful dispute resolution processes and transform conflict. Patriarchal modes  
of punitive justice cause harm in their own ways, often overlooking or avoiding essential 
caring practices. A feminist care ethic subverts these conflict resolution models and offers  
a promising alternative. 
–
Chunkey, Cahokia, and Indigenous Conflict Resolution: A Case Study 
Anne Gregory will speak on Chunkey, a traditional Native American sport, that was a form 
of conflict resolution. The popular game was one of several played for millennia throughout 
Native North America. Indigenous communities played ball games not only for the important 
culture- making of sport and recreation, but also as an act of peace-building. The relational 
framework utilized in archaeology, combined with dynamics of conflict resolution, provides a 
basis to explain chunkey’s cultural impact. This thesis connects conflict resolution dynamics 
embedded in chunkey with its role in culture production while also centering an Indigenous 
worldview in an exploration of conflict resolution paradigms.

CONFLICT RESOLUTION GRADUATE RESEARCH PANEL CONT...
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EQUITY IN MEDIATION
Abbey Bowman & Sunsong Firedancer
FRIDAY 11.6 | 11:30–1:20PM

Can we ever actually be impartial in mediation? How does this relate to systemic injustice 
and racism? This workshop will cover some Equity Basics and apply them to the principles of 
Impartiality, Informed Consent and Self Determination. In this way we hope to expand on 
the understanding of Equity Informed Mediation. We willl provide a workbook with additional 
resources.

Abbey Bowman (She/Her) has been a part  of the creation of Equity Informed Mediation  
since working as a Mediation Specialist at Resolutions Northwest in 2018.  Her current role is 
as the Community and Small Claims Mediation Coordinator for Clackamas County Resolu-
tion Services.  Abbey brings the combination of her deep knowledge and understanding of 
mediation to her anti-racism work. She is a white woman ready and passionate about doing 
the work that is required of our times.  

Sunsong (They/Them) is a transplant to Portland: Born in Ohio and raised in Knoxville, 
Tennessee. They moved to Portland in December of 1995 immediately from their experience 
attending Oberlin College. They started life in Portland as performer for Imago Theater; and 
worked in social services with developmentally disabled adults.  As a queer polyamorous 
mixed race intersexed person, they bring both lived experience as well as experience from a 
background working with Target communities to their work, especially in their recent time as 
an advocate and case manager for houseless youth. They have assisted and co-led trainings 
on racial and social justice. Before being hired on full time at they worked as a contractor 
doing mediation at Resolutions Northwest. They were a past equity informed mediation 
cohort member and have a dedication to building bridges across communities.
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SELF-CARE AND RESILIENCY FOR MEDIATORS
Michelle Helman, MA
FRIDAY 11.6 | 2:00–3:20PM

In response to this moment of global and national calling for change regarding the historical 
and current oppression and violence against of Black, Indigenous and People of Color, this 
skill-building session aims to build participants’ capacity in self-care and resiliency. By better 
understanding and reflecting on how white supremacist culture functions within individuals 
and organizations, participants will be more fully equipped to respond to the challenges of 
decolonizing self-care practice to build resiliency as a form of resistance.

Michelle Helman, MA supports public and private sector organizations committed to 
adaptive learning and change to transform conflict and achieve mutual goals integrating 
dialogue facilitation, collaborative design, and Monitoring, Evaluation & Learning. For over 
twenty years, she has worked in the US and internationally at the nexus of peacebuilding, 
youth and community development, climate justice, health, education and business. Michelle 
is known for facilitating change, fostering leadership, and leading teams with a trauma-in-
formed approach incorporating Targeted Universalism, Popular Education pedagogy, and 
experiential education praxis. In recognition of her commitment and success, Michelle was 
awarded a Rotary Peace Fellowship to earn a MA in Peace & Conflict Studies, as well as mul-
tiple research grants from the University of Queensland and the International Public Policy 
Association, and outstanding service and leadership awards from Colorado State University. 
She is bilingual in English & Spanish, holds a BA in Cultural Anthropology and an Advanced 
Meditation certification, and has technical expertise in collaborative communications, 
program evaluation and data visualization.

MEDIATING HIGH CONFLICT PERSONALITIES
Lisa Fitzgerald, JD & Tsipora Dimant
SATURDAY 11.7 | 11:00–12:20PM

This workshop explores the aspects of high-conflict personalities and the challenges posed 
by characteristic thinking patterns and behaviors such as: dysregulated emotions, extreme 
behavior, blaming others, and all-or-nothing thinking. Participants will gain insight into the 
perspective of those with high-conflict personalities, tools for managing their own emotional 
escalation, and strategies for maintaining an effective mediation environment for both 
parties. Then the participants will have the opportunity to try out the recommended dees-
calation strategies in a role play. While these skills have always been needed, our current 
context with its added stress, uncertainty, and exhaustion makes it particularly hard to 
skillfully manage one’s own emotions let alone mediate with dysregulated parties.

Lisa is an attorney, mediator, and restorative justice facilitator. She holds a JD from Harvard 
Law school where she represented low income clients through the Harvard Legal Aid Bureau 
and served as President of the Harvard Mediation Program. When she moved to Portland, she 
piloted the New Avenues Legal Clinic and served over 200 homeless youth. She is currently a 
program coordinator for the City of Beaverton, Center for Mediation and Dialogue. When she 
isn’t working, Lisa enjoys songwriting and performing around town. 

Tsipora Dimant has been a mediator for over 25 years. She has held positions at the director 
of the Dispute Resolution Department at the Better Business Bureau and a program co-
ordinator of mediations and conflict coaching at OHSU. She is currently mediating family, 
workplace, community and business disputes for the City of Beaverton. She also provides 
contractual training and is currently writing a chapter on mediation for the Oregon Bar 
Association.
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BEHAVIOR CHANGES ONLINE
Clare Fowler, Mediation Master’s & Doctorate
SATURDAY 11.7 | 3:00–4:20PM

As we are all shifting to an online environment to resolve disputes, we will examine changes 
for the mediator, the client, and the process.

Dr. Clare Fowler received her Doctorate on designing dispute resolution systems for small 
businesses from Pepperdine University Graduate School of Education/Organizational Lead-
ership and her Master’s of Dispute Resolution from the Straus Institute for Dispute Resolution 
at the Pepperdine University School of Law. Dr. Fowler serves as Managing Editor at Mediate.
com and as Director of Caseload Manager. She has also worked at Pepperdine Dispute 
Resolution Department and UO CRES as the Career Advisor. Clare has mediated and done 
trainings which focused on workplace disputes. Dr. Fowler’s dissertation was a phenomeno-
logical study of Workplace disputes. Her current book project is a guidebook for HR directors 
dealing with high conflict employees.

FACILITATION OF ANTI-RACISM DIALOGUES AS   
A FORM OF MEDIATION
Rev. Dr. Carol Flett & Tina Patterson, MCIArb
SATURDAY 11.14 | 11:30–12:50PM

In this workshop Carol Flett and Tina Patterson will discuss lessons learned in developing and 
providing frameworks for Conversations about Race from the perspectives of faith leader, 
community leader, dispute resolver, person of color. The role of the facilitator, especially in 
moments when conflict or disagreement between participants arose, is critical to creating 
a safe space for learning. In 2015 Montgomery County Maryland launched small group 
facilitation discussions about dismantling racism. In 2019, the County launched Candid 
Conversations about Race book discussion groups; in 2020 the book discussion group format 
transitioned to online discussion. The goal of these programs is to develop an interfaith, 
inter-racial community that works together to promote racial equity and social justice in 
Montgomery County, Maryland.

The Rev. Dr. Carol Flett served as a parish priest for 25 years in Massachusetts and the 
Washington DC area. She earned a Doctorate of Ministry in 2000, focused on congregational 
development and anti-racism education. Post-911, she began using her anti-racism education 
to develop interfaith dialogues, serving as the Assoc. Director for Interfaith Relations at the 
Massachusetts Council of Churches, and in DC, at the Washington National Cathedral as 
Interfaith Programs Coordinator, and Assoc. Rector at St. Alban’s Church. Prior to retirement, 
Dr. Flett was the Ecumenical & Inter-religious Officer for the Episcopal diocese of Washington 
and served as Chair of the Board of the Interfaith Conference of Metropolitan Washington, 
DC. She established two women’s interfaith book groups in the DC area: the Daughters of 
Abraham - Jewish, Christian and Muslim women, which has met monthly since 2007 and 
All Faiths in Friendship in Montgomery County, open to women of all faith traditions, which 
has monthly since 2014. She is retired from parish ministry and currently serves a volunteer 
position as Co-Chair of Montgomery County’s Faith Community Working Group and in 2016, 
she established an annual series of Interracial/Interfaith Dialogues on Racism and Bias in 
Montgomery County, Maryland.
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ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS FOR CONFLICT COACHING
Dr. Andrew Kitchenham
SATURDAY 11.14 | 1:00–2:20PM

Conflict coaching will be discussed, in general, and then essential questions will be asked as 
part of the coaching sessions: (1) The Kickstart Question; (2) The AWE Question; (3) The Focus 
Question; (4) The Foundation Question; (5) The Lazy Question; (6) The Strategic Question; and 
(7) The Learning Question). Example dialogues will be given between the coach and the client 
that will exemplify each of the essential questions.

Dr. Andrew Kitchenham, QMed, is the founder, CEO, and owner of Andrew Kitchenham Con-
sulting and Coaching, a conflict management consultancy. He holds the national designation 
of Qualified Mediator (ADRIC), holds two doctoral degrees, and earned two certificates in 
Conflict Mediation, and Conflict Resolution and Leadership, respectively. He has additional 
training in conflict coaching which is a specialty of his conflict management consultancy. He 
has published numerous articles, books, chapters, and conference presentations as part of his 
“other life” as a tenured Full Professor.

Tina E. Patterson, MCIArb, is an Arbitrator, Mediator, and Facilitator with Jade Solutions, 
LLC, an ADR services company in the Washington, D.C area . that specializes in arbitration, 
mediation, facilitation, Ombuds, conflict coaching and consulting. Ms. Patterson has two 
decades of ADR experience and conducts arbitrations and mediations in person and virtual/
online formats. She is in on the panels/rosters of the CPR, AAA, FINRA, and Dispute Resolution 
Boards. She is a member of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators North America Branch and 
serves as the Communications Vice Chair. She is also a member of ArbitalWomen, Internation-
al Association of Facilitators (IAF), Mid Atlantic Facilitators Network (MAFN) She serves on the 
Leadership Advisory Council of Women Impacting Public Policy (WIPP), is a Commissioner with 
Maryland National Capital Park and Planning Commission (MNCPPC) and is Commissioner 
with the Montgomery County Maryland Remembrance and Reconciliation Commission. She 
has been featured in several publications including the Association for Conflict Resolution‘s 
ACResolution magazine, the U.S. Geospatial Foundation’s Trajectory magazine the George 
Washington University’s Center for Excellence in Public Leadership newsletter, as well as the 
American Bar Association Section of Dispute Resolution Just Resolutions newsletter.
 

FACILITATION OF ANTI-RACISM DIALOGUES AS A FORM OF MEDIATION CONT...
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VIRTUAL HAPPY HOUR 
with OMA Board and all of your friends from around the state!
SATURDAY 11.7 | 5:00–7:00PM

AWARDS CEREMONY, BASKET RAFFLE DRAWING & 
CLOSING CEREMONY
SATURDAY 11.14 | 3:30–5:00PM

OMA TRIVIA NIGHT!
FRIDAY 11.6 | 6:00–7:30PM

Join us for a fun and quick witted trivia night hosted over zoom by Graham with Stumptown, 
a trivia hosts the largest themed trivia events in the PNW, as well as corporate team building 
trivia nights for companies in the area. Get your thinking caps on, because your knowledge of 
the 80’s, 90’s, and 2000’s is about to be tested–Sure to be a good time and tickle your brain! 

Come together via zoom and share a beverage of your choosing. We will use zoom  
breakout rooms to facilitate much needed connection, conversation, and laughter! BYOB  
and stay home!

It’s time for us to celebrate the greatness of one of our own. This year we celebrate with a 
Lifetime Achievement Award!

The presentation of the award will be followed by our 2020 Basket Raffle Drawing!! Don’t 
forget to get your ticket and join us for this much anticipated closing to the 2020 Conference. 


